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Petrol truck fire put out; three
hurt in Yarmouk house blaze

KFSD urges public not to neglect safety precautions
By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: Four teams of firefighters put out a fire in a
petrol tanker which turned over before iftar time in front of
360 mall on Sunday, Kuwait Fire Service Directorate
(KFSD) said. In a statement, KFSD’s Public relations said
the truck driver was rescued and had light injuries, and was
transferred to the hospital. The statement added that rescue
teams were able to stop the spread of fire to other areas,
including sewers. The statement said four teams from

Farwaniya, Sabhan, Mubarak
Al-Kabeer, and KFSD sup-
port team stations joined
efforts to fight the blaze. 

Separately, KFSD
announced that a huge fire
broke out Sunday in a house
in Yarmouk, where three
people (two women and a
man) suffered from smoke
inhalation and were treated
by paramedics onsite. The
department explained that on
receiving a report about the
fire and people trapped by

the flames, firemen from Farwaniya and Shuwaikh industrial
area rushed to the scene, where they disconnected power
from the three-storey building before fighting the fire on
the ground floor. 

Meanwhile, KFSD Public Relations and Media Manager
Col Khalil Al-Amir warned of an increase in ‘unfortunate
incidents’ during Ramadan and urged people not to neglect
safety precautions in their homes, especially in kitchens,
where they should regularly check gas fittings and stoves to
make sure there are no leaks. Amir also advised the public
to disconnect the gas after use and not to operate too many
electrical appliances from one socket. He also highlighted
the need to clean exhaust fans and chimneys. Amir warned
that using burning charcoal for incense or making tea and
coffee may cause fires. He also stressed the need to install
smoke detectors in bedrooms, living rooms, corridors and
outside kitchens, noting that smoke alarms use batteries and
are available everywhere at reasonable prices.

Several fires were reported around Kuwait since the
beginning of Ramadan, coinciding with the noticeable
increase in temperatures. The latest of those fires was
reported this past weekend when a blaze burned 5,000
square meters of property at a 100,000-square-meter farm
near Abdullah Al-Mubarak. Before that, a huge blaze at the
Hadiya co-op society left great property damage while two
people were treated from smoke inhalation.

Merger not
implemented
properly: MGRP

By A Saleh and Meshaal Al-Enezi 

KUWAIT: Secretary General of the Manpower and
Government Restructuring Program (MGRP) Fauzi Al-
Majdali stressed that the rights of all MGRP employees are
protected and that none of them will be lost due to its
merger with the Public Authority for Manpower. Majdali
said although the merger process was carefully studied, its
implementation was not done properly. This came after
Majdali received a number of angry employees to discuss
their threats to go on strike in protest over the merger. He
also urged them to respect the laws and regulations. The
Cabinet had issued a decision to merge MGRP, which han-
dles the employment of Kuwaiti jobseekers in the private
sector, with the Public Authority for Manpower, the state
department responsible for labor affairs in the private sec-
tor in general, as a cost-cutting measure.

KD 85 million
Statistics by Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC)

about indemnities paid to expatriates in the oil sector over
the past five years showed that a total of KD 85 million
was paid to those working in various KPC subsidiaries,
with Kuwait Oil Company (KOC) and Kuwait National
Petroleum Company (KNPC) on top with KD 32.5 and
35.7 million respectively. Statistics also showed that the

total number of expat employees in the oil sector is 3,107,
including two in KPC, 2,052 in KOC, 699 in KNPC, 82 in
the Petrochemical Industries Company (PIC), 54 in Kuwait
Oil Tankers Company (KOTC), 29 in Kuwait Gulf Oil
Company (KGOC), 143 in Kuwait Foreign Petroleum
Exploration Company (KUFPEC), two in Kuwait Petroleum
International’s (KPI) offices in Kuwait and 44 in Kuwait
Integrated Petrochemical Industries Company (KIPIC). 

Good news
Health Minister Sheikh Dr Basel Al-Sabah said “good

news” is awaiting all doctors, which will be announced lat-
er in collaboration with Kuwait Medical Association
(KMA). Meanwhile, KMA Chairman Dr Ahmed Thuwaini
Al-Enezi said arrangements are being made with the
investigations department to discuss changing the system
followed on summoning doctors for investigations.
Thuwaini added that KMA had started preparations to
pass a law protecting both patients and doctors, and
stressed KMA is always working on improving doctors’
incentives. The officials were speaking on the sidelines of a
ghabka held by KMA Sunday night.

Anti-Corruption
The Public Anti-Corruption Authority tracks all forms

of corruption everywhere, even on social media networks,
assistant secretary general for corruption detection Dr
Mohammed Bo Zobar said. He added that the authority
started investigating a leaked audio recording, allegedly of
MP Ahmad Al-Fadhl, in which he implies that some MPs
have been getting grants from the government. He added
that the authority will use all its liabilities including check-
ing financial statements, requests to lift parliamentary
immunity and checking bank accounts of lawmakers found
involved. Bo Zobar said Fadhl had filed a report against
himself, requesting checking his own financial statements. 

KUWAIT: Firefighters tackle a blaze in a petrol tanker which turned over in front of 360 mall on Sunday.
The scene inside a Yarmouk house where a fire was
reported on Sunday.

Col Khalil Al-Amir

KFH continues ‘Feed the Fasting’ campaign
KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance House
(KFH) continued ‘Feed the Fasting’
campaign as part of its Ramadan
program ‘Increase Good Deeds in
Ramadan 4’, corporate social
responsibility and efforts to
strengthen ties with all segments of
the society, especially in the month
of Ramadan.

KFH voluntary team prepared and
distributed iftar meals daily at four

locations in collaboration with the
Capital and Hawally Governorates.
The locations are: Nayef Palace,
Alshamlan Mosque, Souk Al-
Mubarakiya and Hawalli Park.

KFH’s Ramadan program
“Increase Good Deeds in Ramadan
4” includes various visits and volun-
tary work, social and humanitarian
events and activities stemming from
the bank’s endeavors to solidify its

commitment towards the society,
while supporting all social and
humanitarian initiatives.

KFH’s efforts in Ramadan under-
line the bank’s pioneering role in
the social responsibility, while con-
tributing in strengthening the social
ties. KFH voluntary team prepares
and distributes iftar meals daily on
different locations until the end of
Ramadan.


